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SUMMARY- '«'hen the ultrasonic waves propagate in some types of materials having
structural anisotropy, a distortion of the ultrasonic beam takes
place. This phenomenon is the cause for the occurence of errors in
the determination of the flaws location and size.

RESUME Au moment de la propagation des ondes ultra-soniques, dans certains
matériaux à anisotropie structurale apparait une déformation du
faisceau ultra-sonique. Ce phénomène occasionne l'apparition de dé-
fauts lors de la détermination de la position et la dimension des
défauts.

The problem concerning the accurate location and size determi-
nation of the flaws, detected by the ultrasonic method is not yet
entirely solved irrespective of the vast amount of investigations and
publications on that question. The size of the small flaws, the dimen-
sions of which are smaller than the width of the ultrasonic wave beam
is most.often determined by the DGS-method. The size of the flaws,the
dimensions of which are larger than the width of the ultrasonic wave
beam is determined by the method of the transverse displacement of the
probe._The essence of that method consists in the determination of the
positions of the probe, at which the maximum amplitude of the flaw's
echoe is observed on the screen of the flaw detector. Then, the probe
is displaced laterally up to positions at which the amplitude of the
flaw's echoe is reduced to a given level. At a reduction of 6 dB the
distance between the end positions of the probe is equal to the flaws
size. It stands to reason that the form of the ultrasonic wave beam
can influence considerably these measurements. It is assumed that in
the neat field the ultrasonic bpam has the form of a symmetrical
cylinder, while in the distant field - that of a truncated cone. This
is the case only when the ultrasonic waves propagate in acoustic-iso-
tropic materials (we deliberately exclude the case when the distortion
of the beam is caused by the probe itself). There is a relatively
large gtfoup of accoustically anisotropie metals being an object of the
ultrasoiiic control. Here one can classify the castings, without any
heat treantment, especially non-ferrous castings, several types of
rolled stock, etc. Here we will show that in the materials with prefe-
rable orientation a distortion of the ultrasonic beam takes place
caused lty the structure of the material itself. The distorted beam
,itself is a source of errors in the location and the determination of
the size of the flaws.

!

! |We will begin the theoretical analysis of the influence of the
Istructutfe on the form of the ultrasonic beam from Fig.1, showing a
jCircula:- radiation source and the ultrasonic beam generated therefrom.
iThe origin in the coordinate system is in the centre of the probe,
!with a radius a and a surface S . The ultrasonic waves propagate in
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Fig.1. A circular transducer, an
ultrasonic waves beam and
an ispjoar in the plane
z - AB.

the direction of the z-axis. The signal received from a point recei-
ver 0, moving in the area of z > o accounts for the intensity of the
field. If the medium, in which the uXtrasonic waves propagate is an
isotropic one, then a maximum amplitude of the received signal will be
obtalnde on the plane z = AB, when the receiver is in point B. The 1
curve is plotted in such a way that the received signal in each one of
its points is byaW dB smaller than the maximum one. We introduce a
coefficient of the form ç , being equal to the distance of each point
on the curve 1 to point B. We will try to determine 9 as a function
of the acoustical parameters of the medium - propagation velocity v
and attenuation coefficient <*. The intensity of the field in point 0
is expressed by the following equation:

_ S a 23i (aK sin 8)
r QK sin 6

(1)

where, U. - is the Bessel's function from the first order;
r - distance from the origin of the coordinate system to the point in
which the intensity is measured; 8 - angle between the direction con-
sidered and the axis of symmetry of the transducer; k - wave's number.
From the graph for the directivity characteristics we can determine
that for a given reduction AW in the amplitude of the received signal
the argument of the Bessel's function aksin [Q(AW)J takes a given
value (AW). Thus we can write.

CK 4r
AB

(2)

The influence of the heterogeneity of the medium can be expressed in
a way analogous to that for obtaining the telegraph equation, by the

introduction in (2) of the complex wave's number k = v - + Ld. After
simple mathematical transformations, expressing the constant values
£, a, AB for a given&W, with a constant A we obtain

hence

(3)
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(4)

J It is clear from formula (4) that the increase in the propagation "
velocity of the ultrasonic waves in a given direction causes increase
ofp in that direction, i.e. the ultrasonic beam is expanded in this
direction. At the same time higher attenuation of the waves in a given
direction causes a contraction of the beam in that direction.

It appears that the velocity and the attenuation of the ultra-
sonic waves are two parameters influencing the coefficient of the form
in opposite directions.

For calculating the relative influence of v and <*. in the varia-
tion ofpwe shall determine the total differential of the function (4)
and we shall compare it with the function itself.

ice (5)

(6)

.Differentiating (4) in relation to v and a. we obtain:

(7)

2
(8)

For the derivation of the numerical value of &Ç we have to
replace the parameters in (7) and (8) with their numerical values for
a given case. For example, the parameters at which the ultrasonic
testing ofga brass sample Ms 70 is carried out are: frequency
f = 2.5 10 Hz, average speed of longitudinal waves propagation
v =4500 m/sec and average attenuation coefficient oio = 0.25 I/cm.
Replacing these values in (7) and (8) we obtain that in the zone
around the point P (v ,«..) the derivatives (7) and (8) have the
following values ° ° °

H--1.1 10-7 da 10',-7

when the velocity and attenuation of the ultrasonic waves vary by
i.e. ÛV=0.1 and ûec=0.1 the total differential of the function (6) has
thj value AP=9.51 .10"'

For the separate determination of the influence of the velo-
city and thax of the attenuation onçwe give at first a 10% growth of
the velocity and assume that the attenuation is unchanged

AV =0.1 = 0
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The value of the coefficient of the form is AÇi=1.1 x 10 . The
relative variation ç is AÇ/AÇ^ - 0.87. ï/hen changing the attenu -
ation by 10$ with the velocity remaining unchanged,i.e.av=0.1; AO£=O.1
we obtain AÇz S9.4x 10~' for the coefficient of the form. The rela-
tive change of Ç is AÇ/&çz =1.01.

The results obtained show that the influence of the variation
in the attenuation of the ultrasonic waves on the coefficient of the
form of the ultrasonic waves beam is higher than that of the variation
in the velocity. Depending on the character of the acoustic anisotropy
of the material investigated and its orientation in relation to the
direction of propagation of the ultrasonic waves the distortion of the
beam will vary. In the general case, when accounting the influence of
both v and ot , the theoretical solution renders considerable mathema-
tical difficulties. For that reason we shall determine what is the
influence of some of the most simple anisotropic media on the beam
form.

First case - a meterial with a structure with a preferable
orientation, being located between the radiation source and the
receiver so that the direction of the preferable orientation coincides
with the z-axis. Regardless of the oriented structure, in all direc-
tions of each plane, parallel to the plane of the probe no change in
the acoustic properties is observed i.e. there is no distortion of
the ultrasonic beam.

The experimental verification of this fact is clearly seen in
Fig.2. A brass sample having a highly expressed preferable orientation
Is located between the radiation source and the receiver.

Fig.2. A coordinate system, structure
of a brass sample and an
isobar, obtained at a 3dB
amplitude drop.

x[mm]

Ihe long axis of the dendrites coincides with the direction of propa-
gation of the ultrasonic waves. The curve 1, plotted by the points
recorded by the receiver, in which the amplitude of the received
signal is with 5dB smaller than the maximum amplitude, measured on
the axis.of the radiation source shows that there is no distortion of
the ultrasonic beam. Naturally, a probe with a symmetric characteris-
tics was selected for a rediation source.

Second case - the same material is oriented between the radia-
tion source and the receiver in such a way that the direction of
preferable orientation concides with one of the other axis, i.e. x or
y. There is no change in the velocity and attenuation of the ultra-
sonic wftvjea-in-the- direction of the z-axis. Proceeding from [5I it
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can be assumed that in each plane, parallel to the xy plane the velo-
city and the attenuation in the different directions vary according
to an elliptical law. "his results in a distortion of the ultrasonic
beam in the distant zone from a symmetrical truncated cone to a cone
with all crosd-sections perpendicular to the z-axis being elliptical
ones. This was experimentally verified by locating samples of various
sizes and directions of preferable orientation between the radiation
source and the receiver as it is shown in Fig.3. This enabled the
recordering of the curves 1 for a dropâ'.V=6dfct in different planes
parallel to xy.

Fig.3. A coordinate system, structure
of a brass sample and an iso-
bar, obtained at a 6dB ampli-
tude drop.

xfmm]

The cross-sections of the ultrasonic beam had an aproximately ellip-
tical form. Such a curve 1 is shawn in Fig.3.

The analysis of the influence of the variation in the propa-
gation velocity in the direction of the z-axis is made on the basis
of the rules of the geometrical acoustics. V.'e assume that the struc-
ture is lamellar heterogeneous, and the velocity of propagation of the
ultrasonic wave in the direction of the z-axis varies linearly. It is
well known from acoustics that if in such a material a plane ultra-
sonic wave falls at an angle, it propagates along the z. radius,Fig.4,
the direction of which coincides in each point with the normal to the
wave's front. If the velocity changes linearly, there is no difficulty

Fig.4. Values, participating in the
mathematical expression for the
axis of the ultrasonic waves
beam in an anisotropic medium.

in showing that z> is an arc from a circle with a radius R=b /b1,

where: b - a constant, independent from z; - the velocity gradient
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The centre of the curvature lies on the y-axis. After some simple
mathematical transformations the form of the ultrasonic wave beam is
expressed by: _

•xT + yd - tT = (R-y) sin '

In each plane z. = const, being parallel to the xy plane, the
cross-section of the ultrasonic beam is given by the following
formula:

( » • * ) -
+ x R + az

z. \- 2.
where x = sin -0*-= const. This is an equation of an ellipse, the centre
of which lies in z, and is displaced from the z-axis at a distance of
x
T'

This theoretical assumption can be experimentally verified. Y.'e
assume, with a large approximation that in the sample showin in Fig.5,

Fig.5- Structure of a zinc sample
and an isobar obtained at
6dB amplitude drop.

x[mm]

the velocity of the ultrasonic waves in the direction of the z-axis
varies linearly. The curve 1 is shown in the bottom of Fig.5, and in
each point of the curve the amplitude of the received signal is with
6dB lower than the maximum amplitude, assumed for point 0.. The center
of the radiation source lies in point 0. It is evident that the acous-
tic axis of the beam does not coincide with the z-axis. The cross-sec-
tion of the beam has a form close to the elliptical one, i.e. the beam
itself bas a form of a distorted truncated cone.

The zinc casting shown in Fig.6 is characterised with a more
complex structural anisotropy. We can assume that this structure is
symmetrical in relation to the z-axis if the sample is oriented be-
tween the radiation source and the receiver in the way shown in the
Figure, the curve 1, each point of which is with an amplitude 6dB
higher than the maximum one has a form, shown in the bottom of Fig.6.

The same measurements were carried out when the sample is
located in the manner shown in Fig.7. This Figure illustrates the
isobar (a curve of the same amplitude) at a 6dB drop of the amplitude.
By comparing the illustrations given in Fig.6 and Fig.7 the following
conclusion can drawn. Regardless of the fact that the acoustic
parameters of the sample vary in the direction of the three axes x,y
and z, the curves obtained have a regular form. It is a most probable
result of the axial symmetry of the structure. The distortion of the
acoustic axis of the ultrasonic waves'beam appears uniformy in all

. -. — \ ~i.
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directions, the resultant total effect of which is the expansion or
contraction of the ultrasonic beam. The structure of such a sample
affects the beam either as a dispersion lens (Fig.6) or as a focusing
lens (Fig.7)

R

y [mm]

Fig.6. Structure of a zinc
sample and an isobar
obtained at 6dB
amplitude drop.

Fig.7. A coordinate system,
structure and isobar for
a zinc sample obtained a1
an amplitude drop of 6dB.

In practice the distortion of the beam can influence both the
determination of the form and size of the flaws and their location. A
flaw with a regular form can be estimated as a flaw, the dimension of
which in a given direction is larger than its dimension in the perpen-
dicular direction. It is worth noting that as a result of the distor-
tion of the acoustic axis of the beam the deflections when determining
the exact position of the flaws can reach up to 5 milimeters or more,
as a result only of the characteristic structure of the material, ft'hen
controlling welded joints of thick rolled sheet with an oriented struc-
ture, the deflections caused by the distortion of the beam reach such
values, that their consideration is obligatory.

.1.

4.
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